
5. Communication Modes: 

5.1. SPI Slave Physical Layer 
NeoSpectra Micro features a simple widely-used SPI slave interface that enables handy 
communication with any host  SPI master.  SPI slave has 
two speed modes; normal mode with frequency up to 1MHz and a high speed mode that boosts 
frequency up to 20MHz.  

SPI_MODSEL is an output pin that indicates in which mode NeoSpectra Micro module is 
operating. Both modes supports the commonly-used SPI mode 0 (CPOL = 0 and CPHA = 0) and 
mode 3 (CPOL = 1 and CPHA = 1).   

Note: A single 
Not both!  

The host system should accommodate both modes and select between them based on 
SPI_MODSEL pin after powering up. 

There are no constraints on the minimum frequency to be used in either 
 

includes all registers user may need for communication with the module: configuration registers, 
operation controlling registers and input/output data streaming registers.      

A set of timing diagrams showing the frame structure of the SPI in the different modes 
accompanied with a detailed sequence of operation for each are included in the next subsections. 
 

5.1.1. SPI Normal Mode (Up to 1MHz) 
6.1.1.1 For user to write a certain register: 

0- Make sure that DRDY pin (or register) is 1. 

1- Open a communication frame (CSB=0). 

2- The first byte is the (command + address) byte. Format it as below: 

Command Address 
0  write AD6 AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0 

 
 

3- Transmit the required data to be written in the following bytes. 

4- Close the communication frame (CSB=1). 



Figure 3 - SPI Write Frame Structure - Normal Mode 

6.1.1.2 For user to read a certain register: 
1- Open a communication frame (CSB=0). 

2- The first byte is the (command + address) byte. Format it as below: 

Command Address 
1  read AD6 AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0 

 
 

3- Transmit a number of dummy bytes equal to the number of bytes to be read in the following 
frame bytes + 1.    

4- The data to be read will be available starting from the second byte of the dummy bytes (i.e. 
the third byte in total). 

5- Close the communication frame (CSB=1). 

Figure 4 - SPI Read Frame Structure - Normal Mode 

5.1.2. SPI High Speed Mode (Up to 20MHz  Under Development) 
6.1.2.1 For user to write a certain register: (The same as the normal mode) 

0- Make sure that DRDY pin (or register) is 1. 

1- Open a communication frame (CSB=0). 

2- The first byte is the (command + address) byte. Format it as below: 

Command Address 
0  write AD6 AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0 

 

3- Transmit the required data to be written in the following bytes. 



4- Close the communication frame (CSB=1). 

Figure 5 - SPI Write Frame Structure - High Speed Mode 
 

6.1.2.2 For user to read a certain register: 
1- Open a communication frame (CSB=0) 

2- The first byte is the (command + address) byte. Format it as below: 

Command Address 
1  read AD6 AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0 

 
 

3- Transmit a number of dummy bytes equal to the number of bytes to be read in the following 
frame bytes. 

4- The data to be read will be available starting directly from the first byte of the dummy bytes 
(i.e. the second byte in total). 

5- Close the communication frame (CSB=1). 

Figure 6 - SPI Read Frame Structure - High Speed Mode 

  



5.2. Registers Description 

(         = Register Possible Values)      

Register Name 

 

Width 

(Bits) 

Description 

 

Type 

 

Address 

 

Offset 

(Bits) 

Fixed-Point 
Quantization 

Length 
(Bits)1 

MODULE_ID 64 Module Part number. R 0 0 
 

AUTO_INCB 

1 

Address Auto increment enable (Active Low). 

0  Auto increment feature is enabled, which 
means multiple addresses of register file can be 
accessed in a single frame. 

1 (default)  Auto increment feature is disabled, 
which means only one address can be accessed in 
a single frame. R/W 12 0 

 

SNGL_CNT_MODE 4 

Choose between the single and continuous modes 
of scanning.  

The continuous mode boosts the speed of 
scanning during specific period. 

(only valid during ACQUIRE_PSD & RUN_ 
SPECTRUM _SAMPLE commands) 

0 (default)  single mode scanning. 

4  continuous mode scanning. R/W 13 1  

XZP 2 

Selects the zero padding option which is used to 
specify FFT number of points. 

0 (default) or 1  1X (8k points). 

2  2X (16k points). 

3  4X (32k points). R/W 13 5 
 

EN_COMMON_WAVE 1 

Enables the Common wave number feature (linear 
interpolation). 

0 (default)  disabled. 

1  enabled. R/W 13 7 
 

UNIT_CONV 1 

Selects the unit of the Wavenumber. 

0 (default)  wavenumber. 

1  wavelength. R/W 14 0 
 

1 This field indicates whether the register represent a fixed- -point value , 
then  
the corresponding double-precision number = register value / 2quatization_length 




